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Heilind Electronics Named Distributor for Autosplice
WILMINGTON, Mass., April 15 /PRNewswire/ -- Heilind Electronics, the largest distributor of interconnect,
electromechanical and wire & cable products in North America, expands its industry-leading line up of manufacturers with the
addition of the full range of Autosplice products. Autosplice is a premier manufacturer of PCB connectors, EMI/RFI shield
clips, Shape Memory Actuators, PCB pins, solderball pins, stamped terminals, compliant press-fit connectors, crimping
products and automation equipment. Autosplice services many markets including medical, transportation, consumer
electronics, telecom, and industrial controls markets. With the addition of Autosplice, Heilind now offers an even broader
portfolio of innovative, cost-effective solutions to customer design, logistics and supply challenges.
"Autosplice is a company Heilind has been interested in for many years. We are proud to be partnering with a company with
such a long history of quality and innovation," said Alan Clapp, Heilind, Vice President of Supplier Business.
"With the addition of Heilind Electronics to our distribution network, we will be opening the door for many opportunities for
Autosplice's standard products, as well as for our custom engineered products that serve many industries. The combination
of Heilind's sales approach and value proposition, coupled with Autosplice's design capabilities for innovative products, will
provide great value to customers," said Adrian Melnyk, President, Autosplice, Inc.
For more information, visit the Heilind Electronics' website at http://www.heilind.com or call (888)-411-3672.
About Autosplice
Autosplice is a 56 year old multi-national innovation and electrical interconnect solutions provider for the global markets of
Industrial, Medical, Automotive, and Telecom. The company's diverse product portfolio encompasses application specific
interconnects, precision metal stampings, continuous molded interconnects, shape memory alloy assemblies, printed circuit
board assemblies and insertion equipment. Autosplice operates in nine countries around the globe; USA, Mexico, Brazil, UK,
Germany, Japan, Korea, Singapore, and China.
About Heilind Electronics
Heilind Electronics (www.heilind.com) is a leading distributor of connectors, relays, switches, thermal management & circuit
protection products, terminal blocks, wire & cable, wiring accessories and insulation & identification products. Heilind serves
OEMs and contract manufacturers in the medical, industrial controls & equipment, non-automotive transportation, aerospace
and telecommunications markets with 25 North American sales offices, two automated distribution centers and a highly
versatile value-added center. In addition to the world's largest interconnect inventory, Heilind offers customers a complete
portfolio of innovative logistics and supply chain management services including automated inventory management & autoreplenishment systems, on-line materials management tools and a full menu of electronic file sharing options. More
information on Heilind Electronics can be found at http://www.heilind.com/.
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